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SuperKEKB is an asymmetric-energy e+e-  collider in 
Tsukuba, Japan:

@Υ(4S) resonance (√s = 10.58 GeV): on-resonance 
data

@ 60 MeV below Υ(4S): off-resonance data
@ Υ(5S) resonance: Bs physics (future) 

With nano-beam scheme and upgraded rings plan to achieve  
30 x higher inst. lumi than KEKB:

x 1.5 higher currents

x 20 smaller β∗y

In Belle II expect O(~15) higher backgrounds than Belle

SuperKEKB Accelerator  
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Chapter 1. Introduction 2

PEP-II is run at the Υ (4S) resonance most of the time, but it is important
to occasionally run ‘off-peak’. Typically just over 10% of the time, PEP-II is
run around 40 MeV below the resonance peak. This is achieved by lowering the
energy of the electron beam, which reduces the boost by less than one percent.

Figure 1.2: The spectrum of hadron production near PEP-II’s operational CM
energy. The curve shows the cross-section for inclusive production
of hadrons (vertical axis) as a function of CM energy. The peak at
the Υ (4S) resonance is clearly visible. The plot is originally from
Upsilon Spectroscopy by Besson and Skwarnicki [1].

Continuum is the name used to describe all non-BB events produced in
the detector. The continuum contains many types of events, by far the most
common of which is e+e− → e+e− (Bhabha events) which have a cross-section
close to 40 nb. For each type of quark q (apart from t), events of the type
e+e− → qq have a cross-section of order 1 nb. The other leptons (µ+µ− or
τ+τ−) are produced with cross-sections also close to 1 nb.

These cross-sections all scale in a known way when PEP-II runs at the de-
creased off-peak energy, while Υ (4S) (and hence BB) production is ‘switched
off’. The off-peak data can then be used to understand on-peak backgrounds
and when scaled in the correct way can be used to count B events in on-peak
data. Any B physics analysis at BABAR will make use of the off-peak data, and
it is an integral part of B Counting.

Υ(4S) → B+B−, B0B̄0 with ℬ > 96 %

 

on-resonance 
data

 

off-resonance 
data
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Belle II Detector
Belle II detector was built to give similar or 
better performance even under mentioned 

O(~15) backgrounds
 

DAQ+Trigger: Dark-matter searches
VXD: Better Ks efficiency and improved vertex 
resolution
CDC: Very good momentum resolution for 
charged tracks
PID: Achieve very good K/π separation

 

arXiv:1011.0352 (2011)

e-

e+
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Belle II Capabilities

• Belle II is the next generation B-Factory
▪ Upgraded detector and accelerator
▪ 1076 members, 121 institutions, 26 nations
▪ ~10-year program ongoing since 2019

• Advantages
▪ ~40x instantaneous and integrated luminosity
▪ Full event reconstruction, decays with neutral/soft particles
▪ Nominal 𝑠 = 10.58 GeV = m((4S)), potential to reach ~11 GeV

PTEP 2019 123C01 (2019)

KEKB SuperKEKB

Vertex Detector  
2 pixel layers (PXD) 
4 layers of silicon 

microstrip layers (SVD)

Central Drift Chamber (CDC) 
14336 sense wires in He-C2H6 

small cells + long lever arm 
+ fast electronics

EM Calorimeter (ECAL) 
CsI(TI) crystals 

Updated Electronics 
with Waveform 

sampling

KL  and muon PID 
Resistive plate chambers+ 

 Scintillators

4 GeV

7 GeV

Magnet 
1.5 T

PID 
Time of propagation counter (TOP) (barrel) 

Aerogel Cerenkov Detector (ARICH) (forward)
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Luminosity Status 
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Status:
Regular data-taking with 20 ladders of PXD from 

April 2019 
Despite Covid-19, collected 130 fb-1 of on-

resonance and 9 fb-1 of off-resonance data
Slower luminosity accumulation than initially 

planned
In this talk, results are based on ICHEP 2020 

and Moriond 2021 dataset
Important Milestone: 

Record-breaking instantaneous luminosity of 
2.4x1034 cm-2s-1, now running                                    
@ 2.5-2.6x1034 cm-2s-1

ICHEP 2020: 35 fb-1

Moriond 2021:63 fb-1
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Luminosity Prospects
Goal: 50 ab−1  by 2031
Short-term plan:

By summer 2022: 720 fb-1 (~ Belle dataset)
Summer 2022-spring 2023: full new PXD 

installation → important to maintain good vertex 
resolution at high luminosity 

Long-term plan: 
By 2026:  ~15 ab-1 (~ 20 x Belle dataset)
2026: QCS/IR modification necessary to 

reach design luminosity
Detailed proposals are currently under 

discussion, but no exact plan is established yet!

 

We are 
here!
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Warning: this luminosity roadmap is 
tentative, especially after LS1 in 2022
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Channels with missing energy
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Reconstruction
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Channels with missing energy
l−

Υ(4S)

B+
tag

B−
sig

e+ e−

ν̄

π+

π−K+

D0

Tagged approach := reconstruction algorithm for Btag
1. step: Btag reconstruction via Full Event 
Interpretation := MVA tagging algorithm

Btag reconstructed in semileptonic or hadronic 
channels: efficiency penalty due to BR and         , 
data/MC calibration systematics 

2. step: Look for your signal (Bsig)
Flavour constraint:        → 
Kinematically constrained system with hadronically 

tagged event:

B+
tag B−

sig

⃗p ν + ⃗p l = ⃗p e+e− − ⃗p Btag

Traditional approach for channels with missing energy:

ϵrec
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(a)
(b)

FIG. 2. (a) Comparison of the distribution of logPtag in early Belle II data to the shape expectation

from simulation. Here, logPtag is the logarithm of the tag-side B+
meson classifier output, Ptag.

Reference selection criteria of Ptag > 0.1 and Ptag > 0.5 are illustrated. (b) Fits to the beam-

constrained-mass, Mbc, distribution of reconstructed B+
(top) and B0

(bottom) tag-side B mesons

in data. A looser selection criteria of Ptag > 0.1 (left) and a tighter selection criteria of Ptag > 0.5
(right) are applied on the B meson classifier Ptag to select samples with di↵erent levels of purity.

plied and a best candidate selection is made on a discriminating variable. Subsequently, in
the post-reconstruction step, vertex fits are performed where applicable, pre-trained classi-
fiers are applied and a best-candidate selection is made on the classifier output. Classifiers
for stable particles utilise kinematic and particle identification information as features; mean-
while, intermediate and B classifiers utilise the kinematic information from all daughters,
daughter classifier outputs and information from vertex fits as features.

The algorithm requires a training procedure, in which all of the particle classifiers are
trained. For the calibration studies performed here, the training was performed on simulated
⌥ (4S) ! BB̄ events corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 100 fb�1. The training of
the algorithm utilises an equivalent reconstruction procedure to produce training datasets
for each particle decay channel classifier.

Subsequently, the tag-side B classifier, Ptag, can be used to select a pure sample of
correctly reconstructed tag-side B mesons. This is demonstrated in Fig. 2, which shows

fits to the beam constrained mass distribution, Mbc =
q

E2
beam � (pCM

tag )
2, for reconstructed

tag-side B0 and B+ mesons, for selections requiring Ptag to be greater than 0.1 and 0.5. The
contribution from correctly reconstructed tag-side B mesons is parametrised by a Crystal
Ball function [9]; backgrounds from e+e� ! qq̄ and incorrectly reconstructed B mesons
are modelled with an Argus function [10]. By applying a tighter selection on the classifier
output, a higher purity sample of tag-side B mesons can be selected with the sacrifice of a
lower tag-side e�ciency, which is proportional to the yield of correctly reconstructed tag-side
B mesons.
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ICHEP 2020: 35 fb-1
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from simulation. Here, logPtag is the logarithm of the tag-side B+
meson classifier output, Ptag.
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plied and a best candidate selection is made on a discriminating variable. Subsequently, in
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fiers are applied and a best-candidate selection is made on the classifier output. Classifiers
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Subsequently, the tag-side B classifier, Ptag, can be used to select a pure sample of
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tag )

2, for reconstructed

tag-side B0 and B+ mesons, for selections requiring Ptag to be greater than 0.1 and 0.5. The
contribution from correctly reconstructed tag-side B mesons is parametrised by a Crystal
Ball function [9]; backgrounds from e+e� ! qq̄ and incorrectly reconstructed B mesons
are modelled with an Argus function [10]. By applying a tighter selection on the classifier
output, a higher purity sample of tag-side B mesons can be selected with the sacrifice of a
lower tag-side e�ciency, which is proportional to the yield of correctly reconstructed tag-side
B mesons.
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Up x2
improvement compared to 

Belle Btag algorithm

Novel approach implemented for B+ → K+νν̄

ϵrec

Schematic by F. Berlochner
Mbc = E2

beam − | ⃗pB |2
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b s

⌫ ⌫

u, c, t

`�

W� W+

b s

⌫

⌫

u, c, t

Z

W�

First Belle II B-physics paper about to be submitted to PRL
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Rare decay belonging to                family with SM

Sensitive to BSM physics

Not observed yet! Published limits set by other B-factories use either 
SL or Hadronic tag reconstruction

This measurement uses novel inclusive tag approach (see next slide)

SM reference taken from Buras et al: https://arxiv.org/abs/1409.4557

B+ → K+νν̄ Moriond 2021:63 fb-1

b → sll ℬ(B+ → K+νν̄) = (4.6 ± 0.5) × 10−6

The previous searches all adopted an explicit reconstruction of one of the 

Previous searches for B+ → K+ νν̄

5

Experiment Year
Observed limit on 

Approach Data  aa

BABAR 2013
[Phys.Rev.D87,112005]

SL + Had 
tag

Belle 2013
[Phys.Rev.D87,111103(R)]

Had tag

Belle 2017 [Phys.Rev.D96,091101(R)] SL tag

[fb−1]

< 1.6 × 10−5

< 1.9 × 10−5

< 5.5 × 10−5

429

711

711

BR(B+ → K+ νν̄)

Filippo Dattola | Search for  decays with an inclusive tagging method at the Belle II experimentB+ → K+ νν̄

e−→ Υ(4S) ← e+

Hadronic 
reconstruction:

OR
Semileptonic 

reconstruction:

B±
tag → hadrons

B±
tag → D(*)lνl

The previous studies all adopted an                              
explicit reconstruction of the      
followed by the signal reconstruction

Low reconstruction efficiency because of 
the low tag-reconstruction efficiency:

Btag

Only upper limits on the branching ratios were set:

reconstruction

B±
sig

• hadronic tag 

• semileptonic tag 
ϵsig ⋅ ϵtag ∼ 0.04 %

ϵsig ⋅ ϵtag ∼ 0.2 %

preliminary

https://arxiv.org/abs/1409.4557
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Basic Reconstruction (inclusive tag approach := LHCb-like):
1. Reconstruct signal = the highest pT track with at least 1 PXD hit (~80%      ) 
2. All other tracks and clusters reconstructed as rest-of-event (ROE) object
3. Discriminating variables are identified and used later as an input to BDTs:

Event-shape, ROE dynamics, Kinematics of signal B, Vertexing variables

BB qqB(→Kνν)B

1.

3.In comparison with tagged 
approaches this inclusive tag 

approach leads to higher signal 
efficiency but also larger 

background contributions from B-
decays (Neutral/Charged B) and 

continuum production (e+e- → cc, ss, 
uu, dd, τ pair)

ϵsig
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B+ → K+νν̄ Moriond 2021:63 fb-1

preliminary
preliminary
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MVA Selection and Measurement Region Definition:

4. Two consecutive BDTs are trained and applied to suppress the backgrounds

     (signal:                    , background: generic B decays + continuum )

5. Identify signal region (SR) with BDT2 output and bin further in 2D: BDT2 x pT(K+) to maximise sensitivity

4.

Signal Region

5.
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B+ → K+νν̄ Moriond 2021:63 fb-1

B+ → K+νν̄

Signal Region

preliminary

preliminary
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Validation with control channels:
6. Check BDTs output with both                                    (background-like),                                    (signal-like*) 
reconstruction: 
      *signal-like: 1. Ignore dimuon from         to mimic missing energy
                         2. Replace four-momenta of K+ by that of the signal to mimic 3-body kinematics
7. Check Data/MC agreement in off-resonance data  

6.
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B+ → K+νν̄ Moriond 2021:63 fb-1

B+ → J/ψ ( → μ+μ−)K+ B+ → J/ψ ( → μ+μ−)K+

J/ψ

preliminary
Signal Region

preliminary
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Signal Extraction:
8. Binned simultaneous ML fit to on-resonance + off-
resonance data is performed:

pdf includes 175 nuisance parameters + 1 parameter 
of interest: signal strength     (1    = SM BF =                  )

nuisance parameters = systematic uncertainties

     Measured signal strength

     

9. No significant signal is observed so limit on BF is set 
with CLs method: 9.

8.

μ = 4.2+2.9
−2.8(stat)+1.8

−1.6(syst)
ℬ(B+ → K+νν̄) = 1.9+1.6

−1.5 × 10−5

4.1x10-5 @90 % CL
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B+ → K+νν̄B+ → K+νν̄ Moriond 2021:63 fb-1

μμ 4.6 × 10−6

on-resonance fit

preliminary

SR
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Summary:
Set a competitive limit with only 63 fb-1

Central value of BF show enhancement wrt SM consistent 
with other results

Comparison with other experiments shows at least 
matching performance (see backup for more details)

Prospects:
This novel method can be used in other channels (pi, rho, 

Ks) 
Improving signal-background separation with other MVA 

methods seems promising
Leading systematics: background normalisation 

uncertainty can be also reduced with increasing statistics 
(see backup for more details)

Combined analysis using both tagged and inclusive tag 
approaches could lead to faster observation → under 
consideration

Moriond 2021:63 fb-1
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B+ → K+νν̄

15

Measurement summary

• This measurement represents the first search for  performed with an 
inclusive tag. 

• No signal observed yet, but an observed upper limit on the branching ratio of 
 is set at the 90% CL.

• With  of  data recorded by the Belle II experiment, the inclusive 
tagging is competitive with the previous searches despite the much lower 
integrated luminosity.

B+ → K+ νν̄

4.1 × 10−5

63 fb−1 Υ(4S)

Filippo Dattola | Search for  decays with an inclusive tagging method at the Belle II experimentB+ → K+ νν̄

Experiment Year Observed limit on Approach Data  aa

BABAR 2013
[Phys.Rev.D87,112005]

SL + Had 
tag

Belle 2013
[Phys.Rev.D87,111103(R)]

Had tag

Belle 2017 [Phys.Rev.D96,091101(R)] SL tag

Belle II 2021 Inclusive 
tag

[fb−1]

429

711

711

63

< 1.6 × 10−5

< 5.5 × 10−5

< 1.9 × 10−5

< 4.1 × 10−5

BR(B+ → K+ νν̄)

preliminary

preliminary
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Novel Search for                         

We are also publishing the selection 
efficiency as a q2 (      ) spectrum: total 
integrated selection efficiency is 4.3%
We plan to upload the json file of the pdf as 
adapted for pyhf to HEPdata
Can you think of other useful quantity/
object that we could provide?
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B+ → K+νν̄ Moriond 2021:63 fb-1

νν̄

preliminary
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Search For                  : Belle II Prospects

   LHCb:

BaBar:

New idea to measure                              :

Exploit semi-inclusive tagging because of high BF of

                                 

1. Reconstruct Btag D0  

2. Reconstruct signal’s K and l, and τ 

3. D0X provides the tag-side 

Fit mτ:

In Belle II this search is also under-way with hadronic tag

B+ → K+τl

ℬ(B+ → K+τl)

B− → D0X = 79 ± 4 %

ℬ(B+ → K+τμ) < 3.9 × 10−5
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LFU violation could be accompanied by LFV

Many recent NP models predict prominent effect in BF in transitions with 3rd lepton generation

Higher signal efficiency but also higher 
backgrounds → need to reach ~ 1x10-5

Schematic by G. de Marino

[Phys.Rev.D 86 (2012) 012004]

[JHEP 06 (2020) 129] 
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Fully reconstructed channels



Measurement is going to be statistically limited for foreseeable 
future with leading systematics due to lepton ID~0.4% 

In order to confirm LHCb’s R(K) anomaly (5 sigma) need at 
least 20 ab-1
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Towards R(K) in Belle II

Signal yield extracted with 2D ML                
        fit to Mbc and ∆E:

Significance: 2.7 sigma
Peaking background from

8.6+4.3
−3.9(stat) ± 0.4(syst)

B+ → K+π+π−

First Belle II measurement of B+ → K+l+l− Prospects for R(K)

Mbc = E2
beam − | ⃗pB |2 ΔE = EB − Ebeam
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Moriond 2021:63 fb-1

[The Belle II Physics Book]
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FIG. 1: Signal enhanced projection for a fit to the distributions of beam-energy-constrained mass
Mbc and energy di↵erence �E of B+ ! K+`+`� candidates, where ` is an electron or muon. The
Mbc projection is obtained in a window �0.06 < �E < 0.04 GeV whereas the �E projection is
obtained for Mbc > 5.27 GeV/c2. The fit model for Mbc contains the following three components:
a Crystall Ball function for the signal (red dot-dash line), another Crystall Ball function for the
peaking background from B+ ! K+⇡+⇡� decays (magenta filled area), and an ARGUS function
for the combinatorial background from qq continuum and other B decays (green dashed line).
Similarly, the fit model for �E contains the following three components: a double-sided Crystal
Ball summed with a Gaussian function for the signal (red dot-dash line), another double-sided
Crystal Ball summed with a Gaussian function for the peaking background from B+ ! K+⇡+⇡�

decays (magenta filled area), and an exponential function for the combinatorial background from
qq continuum and other B decays (green dashed line). Black markers with error bars are data.
The signal shape parameters obtained from correctly reconstructed simulated events are kept fixed
in the fit. The ARGUS endpoint is fixed to the kinematic threshold of 5.29GeV/c2 and the
second parameter is determined from the fit to data. We also determine the parameter of the
exponential from the fit to data. The number of peaking background events is fixed to the value
0.7, which is estimated from simulated events. The signal component has an overall significance of
2.7 standard deviations, with a yield of 8.6+4.3

� 3.9 ±0.4, where the quoted uncertainties are statistical
and systematic, respectively.

2

~2028
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Belle II LHCb

Signal K+, Ks K+

Same K e e 
Statistics

1 ab-1 1 fb-1

B->K mu 
mu  

Efficiency

30 % ~5 %

B->K e e  
Efficiency

30 % <5% Lower 
due to 

tracking 
and trigger

B->K e e 
Resolution 

Better 
thanks to 

Mbc

Worse 
because of 

Brems

High q2 bin Accessible Hard

R(K) Belle II vs LHCb 
In comparison to LHCb, 3 differing 
aspects to consider: efficiency, 
statistics and resolution
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Moriond 2021:63 fb-1
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FIG. 1: Signal enhanced projection for a fit to the distributions of beam-energy-constrained mass
Mbc and energy di↵erence �E of B+ ! K+`+`� candidates, where ` is an electron or muon. The
Mbc projection is obtained in a window �0.06 < �E < 0.04 GeV whereas the �E projection is
obtained for Mbc > 5.27 GeV/c2. The fit model for Mbc contains the following three components:
a Crystall Ball function for the signal (red dot-dash line), another Crystall Ball function for the
peaking background from B+ ! K+⇡+⇡� decays (magenta filled area), and an ARGUS function
for the combinatorial background from qq continuum and other B decays (green dashed line).
Similarly, the fit model for �E contains the following three components: a double-sided Crystal
Ball summed with a Gaussian function for the signal (red dot-dash line), another double-sided
Crystal Ball summed with a Gaussian function for the peaking background from B+ ! K+⇡+⇡�

decays (magenta filled area), and an exponential function for the combinatorial background from
qq continuum and other B decays (green dashed line). Black markers with error bars are data.
The signal shape parameters obtained from correctly reconstructed simulated events are kept fixed
in the fit. The ARGUS endpoint is fixed to the kinematic threshold of 5.29GeV/c2 and the
second parameter is determined from the fit to data. We also determine the parameter of the
exponential from the fit to data. The number of peaking background events is fixed to the value
0.7, which is estimated from simulated events. The signal component has an overall significance of
2.7 standard deviations, with a yield of 8.6+4.3

� 3.9 ±0.4, where the quoted uncertainties are statistical
and systematic, respectively.
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Electrons (and muons) in Belle II have better resolution 
thanks to Mbc 
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Figure 2: Candidate invariant mass distributions. Distribution of the invariant mass
m(J/ )(K

+`+`�) for candidates with (left) electron and (right) muon pairs in the final state for the
(top) nonresonant B+

! K+`+`� signal channels and (bottom) resonant B+
! J/ (! `+`�)K+

decays. The fit projection is superimposed. In the resonant-mode distributions, some fit
components are too small to be visible.

statistical and systematic uncertainty is then determined by scanning the profile-likelihood
and the statistical contribution to the uncertainty is isolated by repeating the scan with
the e�ciencies fixed to their fitted values.

The determination of the rJ/ ratio requires control of the relative selection e�ciencies
for the resonant electron and muon modes, and does not therefore benefit from the
cancellation of systematic e↵ects in the double ratio used to measure RK . Given the scale
of the corrections required, comparison of rJ/ with unity is a stringent cross check of
the experimental procedure. In addition, if the simulation is correctly calibrated, the
measured rJ/ value will not depend on any variable. This ratio is therefore also computed
as a function of di↵erent kinematic variables that are chosen to provide overlap with the
spectra of the nonresonant decays. Although the range of q2 di↵ers between resonant
and nonresonant decays, the e�ciency depends on laboratory-frame variables such as the
momenta of the final-state particles, or the opening angle between the two leptons, rather
than directly on q

2. A given set of values for the final-state particles’ momenta and angles
in the B

+ rest frame will result in a distribution of such values when transformed to the
laboratory frame. As a result, there is significant overlap between the nonresonant and
resonant samples in the relevant distributions, even if they are mutually exclusive as a
function of q2.

The value of rJ/ is measured to be 0.981± 0.020, where the uncertainty includes both

5

[LHCb. arXiv:2103.11769]

https://arxiv.org/abs/2103.11769
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• Upcoming Belle II measurements will be helpful in reducing statistical 
uncertainties.

• Total uncertainties on R(K) and R(K*) measurements can reach down to below 5% 
with full data-set at Belle II.

• Uncertainties are still statistical dominant (total systematic is below 1% with 
dominating uncertainty from lepton identification a 0.4%)

B2TIP report | arXiv:1808.10567

Belle II Prospects (R(K*), angular)
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Belle P’5 

The largest deviation with 2.6 
sigma observed in muon channel

Electron channel is deviating with 
1.1 sigma

With 2.8 ab-1 the uncertainty on 
P’5 (both e & mu) will be 
comparable to LHCb 3 fb-1 (mu 
only)

[Belle  Phys. Rev. Lett. 118, 111801]

[Belle arXiv: 1904.02440]

Belle (R(K*))  

Largest deviation in the low q2 bin

Current R(K*) Status

22-Mar-2021 Belle II Academy  |   S. Sandilya 24

• Belle also provided first measurement of R(K*�).

• Latest R(K*) measurement from Belle are consistent with the SM as well as 

with the previous measurements from LHCb (and BaBar).

• LHCb measurements for R(K*):  
𝟎. 𝟔𝟔−𝟎.𝟎𝟕+𝟎.𝟏𝟏 𝐬𝐭𝐚𝐭 r 𝟎. 𝟎𝟑 (𝐬𝐲𝐬. )

for q2 � (0.045,1.1) GeV2/c4

𝟎. 𝟔𝟗−𝟎.𝟎𝟕+𝟎.𝟏𝟏 𝐬𝐭𝐚𝐭 r 𝟎. 𝟎𝟓 (𝐬𝐲𝐬. )
for q2 � (1.1,6.0) GeV2/c4

• Belle measurements for R(K*):  

𝟎. 𝟓𝟐−𝟎.𝟐𝟔+𝟎.𝟑𝟔 𝐬𝐭𝐚𝐭 r 𝟎. 𝟎𝟓 (𝐬𝐲𝐬. )
for q2 � (0.045,1.1) GeV2/c4

𝟎. 𝟗𝟔−𝟎.𝟐𝟕+𝟎.𝟐𝟗 𝐬𝐭𝐚𝐭 r 𝟎. 𝟏𝟏 (𝐬𝐲𝐬. )
for q2 � (1.1,6.0) GeV2/c4

2.1 – 2.3 V from SM

2.4 – 2.5 V from SM

LHCb, JH
EP08(2017)055

Belle [arXiv: 1904.02440]

SM example: JHEP 1801 (2018) 093

for q2 � (0.045,1.1) GeV2/c4 : 0.92 r 0.02

for q2 � (1.1,6.0) GeV2/c4 : 1.00 r 0.01

2022 ~2024 ~2031

Belle II prospects for angular analysis
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[The Belle II Physics Book]
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Summary

ℬ(B+ → K+νν̄)

R(D),R(D*)

Belle II is stably accumulating data 

Only (biased) subset of Belle II measurements and/or 
their prospects were shown

New reconstruction approaches are being implemented 
in channels with missing energy, resulting already in 
competitive limit for

With more data we hope to not only reduce statistical 
errors of the measurements but also find ways to 
improve on the systematics

|  Belle II Highlights and Prospects | Slavomira Stefkova

ℬ(B+ → K+τμ)

B+ → K+νν̄

R(K ), R(K*)



Thank you
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Belle II Physics Program

This talk concentrates on

This talk concentrates on

|  Belle II Highlights and Prospects | Slavomira Stefkova
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Upsilon(4S) 

Navid K. Rad Moriond 2021

Physics at Belle II

3

● Not just a B-factory!
○ 𝜏, c, and b pairs have similar cross 

sections at √s = 10.58 GeV

σ(e+e−  → ϒ(4S)) = 1.11 nb

σ(e+e−  → cc̅ )      = 1.3   nb                        

σ(e+e−  → 𝜏+𝜏−)    = 0.92 nb

● Wide physics program
○ precision measurements of 

time-dependent CPV and CKM 
parameters

○ searches for lepton flavor 
universality/number violations

○ dark-sector searches
○ and many more

● Shown today:
○ recent results towards V

cb
○ New: time-indep. 𝜒

d
 measurement 

○ New: Rediscovery of B→ η’K
○ D0 lifetime measurement
○ New: D*+ → D0 (→𝜋+𝜋-𝜋0) 𝜋+

S
 

○ tau mass measurement

|  Belle II Highlights and Prospects | Slavomira Stefkova

SuperKEKB is not only B-factory:

𝜏 and c pairs have similar cross-sections at √s = 
10.58 GeV
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Moriond 2021:63 fb-1

|  Belle II Highlights and Prospects | Slavomira Stefkova

B+ → K+νν̄

preliminary

preliminary

preliminary

Discriminating variables used in BDT 

preliminary
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Moriond 2021:63 fb-1

|  Belle II Highlights and Prospects | Slavomira Stefkova

B+ → K+νν̄

preliminary

Impact of systematics on the limit 



Novel Search for                         
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Moriond 2021:63 fb-1

|  Belle II Highlights and Prospects | Slavomira Stefkova

B+ → K+νν̄

preliminary

preliminary

Background shifts 



Novel Search for                         
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Moriond 2021:63 fb-1

|  Belle II Highlights and Prospects | Slavomira Stefkova

B+ → K+νν̄

preliminary preliminary

Background composition of B-decays in measurement region: BDT1>0.9 & BDT2>0.93 



Novel Search for                         
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Moriond 2021:63 fb-1

|  Belle II Highlights and Prospects | Slavomira Stefkova

B+ → K+νν̄

preliminary

preliminary

Measurement Setup 
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Moriond 2021:63 fb-1

|  Belle II Highlights and Prospects | Slavomira Stefkova

B+ → K+νν̄
Comparison with other experiments

preliminary
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Validation with control channels:
6. Check BDTs output with both                                    (background-like),                                    (signal-like*) 
reconstruction: 
      *signal-like: 1. Ignore dimuon from         to mimic missing energy
                         2. Replace four-momenta of K+ by that of the signal to mimic 3-body kinematics
7. Check Data/MC agreement in off-resonance data  

Normalisation : K(Data/MC) =1.40+-0.12 
Shape: very good agreement 

Signal Region

MC scaled to 
Data 

6. 7.

|  Belle II Highlights and Prospects | Slavomira Stefkova

B+ → K+νν̄ Moriond 2021:63 fb-1

B+ → J/ψ ( → μ+μ−)K+ B+ → J/ψ ( → μ+μ−)K+

J/ψ

 off-resonance data

preliminary
preliminary
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2 BDTs:
4. Choose 51 most discriminating variables for BDT1 training (signal: B->Knunu, background: generic B decays + continuum )

5. Apply BDT1 on signal and background and select events with BDT1 > 0.9
6. Train BDT2 with the same set of 51 most discriminating variables on the same samples

2-step BDT leads to significant :=[10%,50%]  of the sensitivity in the high purity region
7. Identify signal region (SR) and bin 2D: BDT2 x pT(K) further to maximise sensitivity

7.

4.+6.

5. SR SR 7.

|  Belle II Highlights and Prospects | Slavomira Stefkova

B+ → K+νν̄ Moriond 2021:63 fb-1

preliminary
preliminary
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Towards R(D(*)) in Belle II
b → clnu tree level process

Current tension with SM: 3.1 sigma

Belle II measured BF of B → D*lnu with 
hadronic FEI

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2101.08326.pdf

Optimistic = 50% improvement in 
reconstruction efficiency in SL or Had 
tagged analyses

Other orthogonal measurements could 
come via semi-inclusive tagging 

TagB with 
Hadronic FEI

R(D(*)) =
ℬ(B → D(*)lν)
ℬ(B → D(*)τν)

R(D(*)) usually measured with SL or 
hadronic tag in Belle with simultaneous 
fit to Osig(MVA output), EECL 

In Belle measurement, leading 
systematics → insufficient MC statistics 
for both pdf modelling and training of 
MVA

Prospects:

|  Belle II Highlights and Prospects | Slavomira Stefkova

ICHEP 2020: 35 fb-1
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B->Knunu tagged vs untagged: naive

|  Belle II Highlights and Prospects | Slavomira Stefkova
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LFV Tau decays

|  Belle II Highlights and Prospects | Slavomira Stefkova
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B-> Ktautau + LFV B->tau+X

|  Belle II Highlights and Prospects | Slavomira Stefkova

ℬ(B → Kττ) < 2 × 10−3

[Babar, PRL.118.031802]
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Belle II Charged PID Performance

|  Belle II Highlights and Prospects | Slavomira Stefkova

ICHEP 2020: 35 fb-1
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Gamma Spectrum from B->s\gamma
Important step towards inclusive measurement of B->sgamma: 
• Decay rate sensitive to BSM physics, decay rate does not depend on SM FF 

• Radiative penguin sensitive to Willson coefficient |C7|  

• Evidence found also using untagged analysis strategy with 63 inv fb^{-1} 

• Main background (gammas from pi0 and eta) 

• E\gamma expected at smeared mb_{2} with smearing due to perturbative gluon 
brews and non-perturbative Fermi motion 

Prospects 
• Implementing SL and Hadronic tagging techniques for this 

measurement 

• Developing pi0 and eta object identification and suppression 

Theoretical interpretation 
• Measured gamma spectrum can be fitted |C incl 7 |^{2} 

and F(k) 

• Model-Independent extraction consistent with SM 

Moriond 2021:63 fb-1



ICHEP 2020: 35 fb-1

Moriond 2021:63 fb-1


